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The Real Secret to All-Day Energy
An Evolution in Functional Nutrition for Boosting Energy
Levels... Healthy Immune Defense... Shedding Unwanted
Body Fat... Rebuilding Muscle... Maintaining Healthy
Joints... Clear Thinking & Decision-Making... Taming
Inflammation...
And How to Solve Your Energy Problems
- at a Quarter the Cost of a Red Bull
Dear Energy-Starved Friend,
Are you exhausted all the time? Taking longer to recover from a workout…
or from surgery… fading during an important meeting… keeping up with the
kids… or your friends… forgetting an anniversary…
Many of my friends and family complain of persistent, ongoing fatigue.
Sometimes it’s a lack of sleep, but in most cases, there’s another,
overlooked issue going on.
If you rely on coffee, a Red Bull or other energy drink, sugar-laden foods or
medication to provide you with the stamina you need to get you through
your day… I may have just what you’re looking for. So please read on…
They say that “necessity is the mother of invention”. While I struggled with
running a successful bio-tech company and doing what I could to keep my
energy up…
About 4 years ago my 90 year old father suffered a heart attack. While all
eyes were on his recovery, my mother’s health began to slide. Fast. She had
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frequent falls and was ever more forgetful. But everyone just put it off to the
rapid onset of “old-age”.
She had just been diagnosed with depression
& dementia by her doctor who sent her
home feeling doomed…
Dad got better but Mom just kept getting worse. The doctors and
mainstream medicine had nothing to slow her decline. But I wasn’t about to
give up so easily.
My name is Martin Munzer. And I have a Masters in engineering. This may
sound a little crazy but I took this on as an engineering project.
As an engineer I learned to design and build things from scratch. If I was to
build something to last, it needed a strong foundation and excellent
maintenance. Much like the human body…
The Building Blocks of Life
Three Noble Prize-winning scientists discovered DNA way back in the 1950’s.
This groundbreaking study launched a ton of research in how our body
functions on a molecular level. So in 1997 I started working in the field
of genetics.
We now know that there is more to our physical well-being than what’s
hardcoded into our genes. There are chemical structures that reside on and
around our genes. They influence whether certain genes are turned on or
off.
Specific nutrients in our diet contribute to, and promote these chemical
structures. And a lot of this gene “programming” is lost during the aging
process. Starting as early as in your 20’s…
So Epigenetics tells us how nutrients influence how our body works. I buried
myself in the aging process and all the factors that contribute to it. Because
I wanted to restore my mother’s health.
Fight Back Against Chronic Fatigue!
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I found the body's efficiency in digesting and breaking down critical nutrients
from our diet dramatically reduces as we age.
Critical nutrients like amino acids that control; hormones (including Human
Growth Hormone), growth and repair of muscles, regulated blood sugar,
burning fat, enzymes for digestion and reducing inflammation. Everything
that supports life.
The lack of these nutrients cause deficiencies that slow all metabolic
functions. Our genes begin to behave differently. Disease sets in and we
start to show our age.
Some of these amino acids come from our diet, and the body produces
others. If we don’t get what we need we get sick. And die.
An Anti-Aging Breakthrough that Works
for Both Men and Women!
It took me two years and using my mother, father and myself as “guinea
pigs” to develop the solution. This was the genesis of LEAP. My goal was to:
1. Maintain and rebuild all body tissues
2. Promote the formation of beneficial epigenetic structures
around the DNA
3. Increase the body’s detoxification of harmful metabolites that
have built up during years and decades of aging
The resulting LEAP formulation not only achieved its goal, but surpassed it
beyond expectation.
“I started using [LEAP] and noticed that I was losing body fat. My muscles
were more noticeable. This change occurred without changing my diet or
exercise. I then began to notice even more weight loss and muscle gain.
My joints did not bother me as much and I could move better”. ~ Dr.
McCaughey – Award-Winning Fitness Specialist
After a few months of using LEAP my mother’s memory began to clear. She
went from using a walker, to walking with a cane… and then needing no
assistance at all!
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Tackle Chronic Fatigue, Jump Start
Your Immune Defenses, and Recharge Your Brain
These are results that no other protein bar, shake, supplement or drug has
been able to accomplish.
So if you get tired easily, have a weakened immune system, or injuries that
take a long time or refuse to heal…
You could have an essential amino acid deficiency. The majority of amino
acids build protein, but some are also critical for keeping your brain healthy.
LEAP is ideal for promoting youthful regeneration in all of your
body’s critical systems. No matter what your age. The breakdown in
efficiently processing and producing these critical, life-giving nutrients begins
as early as 20 years old!
Accelerate Your Own Body’s
Youth Hormones Regeneration
And now there’s a simple method that you or a loved one can start using
right now. I created a unique combination of amino acids, MHT and essential
vitamins in LEAP. The power of this formula is in how they work
together.
LEAP’s ingredients work synergistically to…
✓ Boost energy levels and vitality
✓ Dramatically elevate memory and mental clarity; quicken learning
ability
✓ Strip away brain toxins that can lead to Alzheimer’s—avoiding
dangerous drugs
✓ Ram your immune system into high gear; re-build powerful
defenses against bacteria, viruses and toxins
✓ Luxuriate in deep, restful sleep
✓ Shed body fat and increase lean muscle mass; eliminate
unwanted weight gain
✓ Increase sexual stamina and drive
✓ Enjoy the fresh skin of youth; improve your skin’s elasticity and
tone. Lines, furrows and wrinkles begin to vanish.
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✓
✓
✓
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Rejuvenate every organ, gland and tissue of your body
Experience feelings of well-being; conquer moodiness
Support liver detoxification and improve liver function
Feel kid-like energy again, no matter what your age
Put the brakes on aspects of the “normal” aging process
Forge a stronger heart and experience better cardiovascular
health
Reset your biological clock and
turn back the hands of time.

So instead of taking a drug for your heart, and a drug for your brain, and a
drug for your muscles… or grabbing for an energy drink…
What if you could take one thing that would replace them all? An allnatural, easy-to-use supplement. And give your body what it needs to
heal and rebuild itself to a younger version.
Just take one scoop of LEAP in a small glass of lukewarm water, add your
favorite juice if you like and jumpstart your day.
And today, for less than the cost of a daily Starbucks Tall you can begin to
restore your health.
But first, I’d like to tell you what’s in LEAP. I developed a unique
combination of 33 essential nutrients including amino acids, MHT (from
coconuts), and essential vitamins.
Ingredients
To assemble all of these essential nutrients individually would set you back
around $505 per month. But together in the LEAP formula you get it for a
fraction of the cost.
How Much Nutrition Does LEAP Contain?
LEAP is an evolution in nutrition. I formulated LEAP to provide your body
with the essential nutrients known to be the building blocks for:
✓ Muscles
✓ Ligaments
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Tendons
Cartilage
Bone
Blood vessels
Proteins
Hormones
Brain
And more…

From studying and analyzing literally thousands of clinical trials and research
studies we know that …
Just one scoop of LEAP can provide your body with up to half the adult daily
requirement of amino acids (depending on body weight). The primary
nutrients we get from protein.
LEAP delivers a custom blend of highly bio-available macro, micro and
botanical nutrients. The fuel to help your body reach optimal performance.
And support epigenetic regulation.
Two scoops of LEAP daily could give your body a full day’s worth (again
depending on body weight).
And now? You have a once-in-a-lifetime chance to safely skyrocket your
energy. And once again enjoy a sense of well-being.
You won’t find this unique formula anywhere else – trust me. It took me
over two years of trial-and-error, and plowing through decades of research
to create LEAP.
I’d like you to feel completely comfortable placing your order right now. But
maybe you’re still wondering if LEAP can really work for you.
I don’t blame you one bit if you are.
After all, it’s easy for me to get excited about it – I know how long it’s taken
to achieve the LEAP breakthrough… I’ve seen my own mother leave the
walker behind… and walk again with no support…. I’ve had dozens of people
report back how it’s restored their health and feeling of well-being…
and of course I’ve felt the incredible turn-back-the-clock results myself…
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But you haven’t. And it’s only natural for you to be skeptical.
Fortunately, with LEAP, you don’t have to worry.
In fact, you don’t even have to decide if it will really work for you right now.
Because LEAP comes with my personal signature…
Ultimate Guarantee
Just try it – place your order now, let me rush it to your door. Crack the
seal on your first container and notice the stunning color and purity of the
Cell Regeneration Nutrients.
Then try it for a while. Even though you could be feeling the results
right away, I recommend giving it a month or two to really start to work in
your body. Think, you’re not going to undo years or decades of cell and DNA
breakdown in only a few days.
So during those first few weeks, be on the lookout for some changes in the
way you feel. My experience is those changes may be rather profound.
Notice your energy levels… the unmistakable feeling of vitality…
Pay close attention to your posture, and how you look in the mirror. Notice
the outer signs of inner transformation.
Feel your mood lift… Notice your mind become sharper… Feel the years
of wear and tear cleansed away…
And if at any time, you’re not stunned by how LEAP changes your life, simply
send your container back and I’ll refund every penny of the purchase price.
So you have a choice right now – you can click the button below and take
the next step to a happier, healthier life with a renewed sense of wellbeing – or you can do nothing and leave this page. And continue down the
road you’re on now.
So please, don’t hesitate. With my Ultimate Guarantee, there’s really
nothing to lose – except maybe some unwanted pounds, aches, pains and
chronic fatigue – just click below to place your order, feel it for yourself and
then decide.
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Please don’t delay! Click the button below NOW.
Best regards,
Martin Munzer
Evolutionary Leap Technologies Corp.
Coral Springs, FL
Get LEAP Now!
View this product’s ingredients.
These statements have not been evaluated by
the Food and Drug Administration. This product
is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent
any disease.
***LEAP is manufactured at a FDA inspected facility, having cGMP and NSF
certifications.
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